] i scales linearly with the surface, rather than the volume, increase due to single AP was 75% Ϯ 4% ⌬F/F (n ϭ of the dendrite. Although this is consistent with plasma 52). The distribution showed a large spread, with accumembrane mechanisms, it is also possible that the SERCA pumps scale with the dendritic diameter.
mulations ranging from 28% to 144% ⌬F/F. 
Spines in Thin Dendrites Have Monoexponential Decay Kinetics
As opposed to the spine peak [Ca 2ϩ ] i transients, spine decay kinetics varied in a systematic fashion in the dendritic tree. We observed two different types of decay kinetics in spines that correlated with dendritic diameter. In spines located on thin dendrites, the peak amplitude of [Ca 2ϩ ] i increase was similar in both spine and parent dendrites ( Figure 3A) . Following the initial increase, the spine [Ca 2ϩ ] i decayed with a single exponential time course with a mean time constant of 170 Ϯ 20 ms (n ϭ 8). These thin dendrites had similar single exponential time courses (235 Ϯ 38 ms, n ϭ 8; p Ͼ 0.15, t test). Monoexponential spines were mostly located on basal dendrites (five of eight), although some spines on thin secondary or tertiary branches of the apical dendritic tree behaved similarly (three of eight).
Spines in Thick Dendrites Have Double Exponential Decay Kinetics
In addition to this first group, we detected a second type of spine decay kinetics in spines located on thick dendrites, where the [Ca 2ϩ ] i increase in the spine overshot the increase in the parent dendrite and decayed afterwards with a double exponential time course (Figure 3B where the slope of the calcium decay kinetics from spine ] i in the lation with the diameter of the spine head ( Figure 3D 
Differential Distribution of Pumpers and Diffusers
ent of the initial calcium decay time constants over the dendritic tree, whereby distal spines had faster initial in the Dendritic Tree We investigated how pumpers and diffusers were discalcium decays than proximal spines ( Figure 5D ; p ϽϽ 0.01, t test). These data show that spines on different tributed through the dendritic tree using the ratio of [Ca 2ϩ ] i amplitude of the slow decay component in spine locations in the dendritic tree express different time windows of calcium compartmentalization and indicate that and dendrite to classify the spine a pumper (ratio, Ͻ1) or diffuser (ratio, Ͼ1). To explore distant regions of the the reason for this is that spine calcium pumps are stronger with increasing distance from the soma. apical dendritic tree, where in our hands single backpropagating APs often fail to propagate, we used trains of two or three APs. In control experiments with spines located near the cell body, we did not detect any differ-
Role of Spine Neck Length in Controlling Initial Decays in Diffusers ence in the decay kinetics of single versus multiple APinduced accumulations (142 Ϯ 28 versus 149 Ϯ 30 ms;
Our previous results demonstrated diffusional equilibration between spines and dendritic shafts. This diffusion n ϭ 5, p Ͼ 0.3).
We found that most spines on the proximal apical would be driven by the existing [Ca 2ϩ ] i gradient between the two compartments and controlled by the morphologdendritic tree did not have detectable undershoots and were therefore considered diffusers ( Figure 5C , red ical parameters of the spine neck, specifically its diameter and length. Because the spine neck diameter is too squares). Spines in basal dendrites also behaved similarly (4/5). However, most spines in the distal apical small to assess optically and is thought to be relatively constant from spine to spine (Harris and Stevens, 1989), dendritic tree had considerable undershoots indicating relatively strong calcium pumps ( Figure 5C , blue we focused on studying whether the spine neck length was influencing the spine calcium dynamics. Since diffusquares). The effect is likely to be independent of the dendrite diameter because it does not appear in basal sion through a pipe scales linearly with its length (Berg, 1982), the time to achieve diffusional equilibration dendrites, which are also thin. These data indicated that the relative importance of the two major mechanisms should be correlated with the spine neck length. This prediction has been borne out in CA1 neurons (Majewthat control calcium decay kinetics is regulated throughout the dendritic tree in what appears to be a baso-apical ska et al., 2000a). We therefore examined whether in the group of spines without undershoots (the diffusers) gradient, where the apical dendrite has increasingly a higher proportion of spines with strong extrusion or relathe first time constant scaled with spine neck length. This comparison is not possible in spines with monoextively weaker diffusional pathways. In parallel to the stronger undershoot in distal spines, we found a gradiponential kinetics because the single-exponential time ] i . not affect the distribution of pumpers and diffusers. We
We modeled three spines in three dendrites whose found both pumper and diffuser spines on bolus-filled dimensions matched our average morphological meacells ( Figures 5C-5E , open symbols), with most pumpers surements and compared our data using bolus injection (7/8) located in the distal apical dendrite, whereas all ( Figure 6E , left panels) with model predictions (Figure  diffusers were proximal (3/3) . There was no significant 6E, right panels ] i breakpoint amplitudes of spine and dendrite in distal spines decreased from 0.91 to 0.82 and increased for proximal spines from 1.0 to 1.1 in the absence of exogenous buffer. This can be explained by the larger dependence of the extrusional pathways, rather than diffusional pathways, on the buffer capacity (see Experimental Procedures).
We conclude from these calculations that the differences in spine decay kinetics with respect to the position of the spine along the dendritic tree that we have encountered are larger in the absence of any calcium indicator. Therefore, the physiological role of these differences would also likely to be more dramatic.
Induction of Synaptic Depression Depends on Location of Stimulation and Calcium Dynamics
After establishing that there are systematic differences in spine calcium kinetics depending on the position of the spine along the dendritic tree, we wondered whether these differences could have consequences for their responsiveness to synaptic plasticity. Proximal spines, which have a longer calcium decay , experience elevated calcium levels over a longer period of time and therefore could be more susceptible to synaptic plasticity protocols. To test this, we examined the effect of a stimulating protocol in different regions of the apical dendritic tree and sought to correlate differences in spine calcium kinetics with potential differences in synaptic plasticity.
We applied a conditioning protocol consisting of subthreshold synaptic stimulation at 20 Hz for 1 min, paired with backpropagating action potentials fired 15 ms before each EPSP, to induce changes in synaptic strength between spine fast and length of the neck. Unless otherwise noted, the following morphological parameters were used: spine neck diameter 0.2 m; spine head diameter 0.5 m; and dendrite diameter 1.8 m. Figure 7A) . Firstly, we positioned the extracellular stimulation elecpropagating APs to systematically investigate the regulation of the spine decay kinetics across the dendritic trode between 50 and 120 m away from the soma near the proximal apical dendrite. After 10 min of stable EPSP tree of layer 5 neocortical neurons. Like in CA1 neurons, we encountered double-exponential kinetics in many responses, we applied the conditioning protocol and obtained a significant depression in synaptic transmisspines, although we also found a population of spines, mostly in thin dendrites where, within our time resolusion to 78% Ϯ 10% of the control level ( Figure 7A ; n ϭ 4 p ϽϽ 0.01). In contrast, if we stimulated the cells tion, spine decay kinetics can be well fitted by single exponentials. Also, similarly to CA1 cells, we encoundistally by positioning the stimulating electrode near the apical dendrite 180-250 m away from the soma, no tered evidence for pumpers and diffusers. In this study, we focused on the question of whether significant change in synaptic transmission could be detected after the conditioning stimuli ( Figure 7B ] i transients, those in To examine whether there was a causal relation between calcium decay kinetics among proximal and distal proximal apical dendrites have overall long-lasting accumulations. Although the mechanisms that make this spines and their different responsiveness to the conditioning stimulus, we slowed calcium decay kinetics in happen are complicated, they can be understood to the point of being replicated in a realistic mathematical spines and dendrites by applying 15 M cyclopiazonic acid (CPA), a SERCA pump inhibitor. In measurements model ( Figure 6 ). Three variables regulate spine calcium decay kinetics. First, dendritic diameter controls dentaken on apical dendrites, CPA significantly increased dendritic to 305% Ϯ 75% (n ϭ 4, p Ͻ 0.05, paired t dritic calcium dynamics (Figure 2 ), which in turn influence spine calcium dynamics (Figures 3 and 4) via diffutest) of control level ( Figure 7D ). CPA also increased both slow and fast spine s (fast , 131% Ϯ 25%, p ϭ sional equilibration (Figure 4) . Second, the length of the spine neck regulates the time constant of this equilibra-0.17; slow , 273% Ϯ 90%, p ϭ 0.028 of control level, n ϭ 4) in apical spines. Thus CPA increased the integral tion ( Figure 5E ). Finally, spine calcium pumps, which appear to be differentially expressed in a baso-apical of the spine calcium transients. Consistent with this, applying the conditioning protocol to distal parts of the gradient ( Figure 5C ), also regulate the spine decay time constant. Two of these mechanisms interact to produce apical dendrite under the presence of 15 M CPA led to a significant depression of synaptic strength to 66% Ϯ the positional effect: the dendritic diameter and spine calcium pump strength change as a function of the posi-8% (n ϭ 4, p ϽϽ 0.01) of control level ( Figure 7C ). This indicates that differences in calcium decay kinetics in tion in the dendritic tree. In addition, the spine neck length might be regulated across the dendritic tree distal versus proximal spines likely caused differences in the responsiveness to synaptic plasticity of different (Jones and Powell, 1969), although to our knowledge this has not yet been investigated quantitatively. parts of the dendritic tree.
Discussion

Influence of Exogenous or Endogenous Buffers We also report that these results are not altered by the introduction of an exogenous buffer (CG). In numerical Spatial Regulation of Spine Calcium Compartmentalization in Pyramidal Neurons
simulations where we extrapolated using a mathematical model to the physiological condition of no exogeWe undertook this study to understand the functional heterogeneity of spines present in pyramidal neurons. nous buffer, the differences in calcium decay kinetics between spines located on proximal or distal apical denSpines differ in morphologies, receptor composition, and calcium influx and efflux pathways, and this heterodrites become even larger ( Figure 6E) . Also, our results are not qualitatively or quantitatively altered by the pogeneity is probably quite important to their function and may indirectly produce our results (see Experimental Procedures). Therefore, we propose that the differences in calcium kinetics among spines that we document are likely to be more pronounced in more physiological situations.
Morphological Constraints on Spine Function
Our results provide further evidence of the close relationship between form and function in pyramidal neurons. Due to the interaction of calcium influx, diffusion, and removal mechanisms, the morphology of the spine and dendrite determine to a great extent the function of the spine as a calcium compartment. In addition to the known effect of spine neck length in regulating the time constant of calcium compartmentalization in spines (Majewska et al., 2000a, 2000b) , in this study we show that the dendritic diameter also regulates spine calcium kinetics. While this might have been predicted from surface-to-volume considerations, this effect is nonetheless important and is likely to have a major influence on spine function. In addition, the distance of a spine to the soma and whether the spine is on an apical or basal dendrite also influences this calcium kinetics. The distance of the spine to the soma is probably of major importance since it directly determines the millisecond delay in backpropagating AP arrival, which is key to determining the sign and amplitude of synaptic plasticity different spines. The prediction would be that, while spines in proximal apical dendrites could have a relativly long window of calcium-dependent plasticity, spines in tential washout of endogenous buffers, because in similar experiments using short CG injections, which should basal dendrites or distal apical dendrites, because of their overall faster decay kinetics and undershoot, not washout the endogenous buffers, double-exponential kinetics and undershoots were found, and decay should be more narrowly tuned. And indeed, we find that proximal spines, which on average experience slower kinetics are statistically indistinguishable from those measured after whole-cell recordings ( Figure 5) . Finally, calcium decay kinetics, were more susceptible to longterm depression in comparison to distal spines, which, although our measurements are single wavelength, we can analytically rule out that systematic errors in the due to their higher pump activity, can clear intracellular calcium faster (Figure 7) . We suspect that the relationestimation of the resting [Ca 2ϩ ] i produce the undershoot The reaction between the buffer and the free calcium can be defined
Implications for Synaptic Function and Plasticity
All experiments were performed at 37ЊC. Pyramidal neurons in layer 5 were selected under DIC and patched in whole-cell mode. Cells where BCa is the buffer-bound calcium, Ca 2ϩ is the free calcium, B were held in current-or voltage-clamp mode using a patch-clamp is the free buffer, and K d is the rate constant for this dissociation amplifier (BVC-700, Dagan Corp., Minneapolis, MN). Single APs were reaction. K d can be expressed as triggered by short (10 ms) depolarizing current or voltage pulses. In some cases, two subsequent action potentials were elicited 100 ms apart. These data were merged because no principal differences 
